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ABSTRACT

ABRAR. S20010004. THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS OF ENGLISH AT ENGLISH COURSES 2011
AN ETHNOGRAPHY STUDY IN PARE, KEDIRI, EAST JAVA.

The study of teaching learning process is significant in academic research in order practitioners of education know the development of the practice so that they can determine what they have to keep and change. Related to the context, this research relates to teaching learning process of English at the courses. The objective of the study is to describe how the teaching-learning process of English at the courses is. This research studies some components of teaching-learning process, namely: the objective of teaching English, syllabus, materials, methods, evaluation, and strengths and weaknesses.

To enrich objective of the study, the writer uses one of kinds of qualitative research that is ethnography approach. This research takes three samples of English courses at random with consideration based on number of students, existence of year-to-year, facilities, and service of production, namely: Mahesa Institute, Genta Course, and Effective English Conversation Course (EECC). The methods of collecting data used in this research are observation for three months (June, July, and Augustus), interview, and document analysis.

This research finds that the first, the objective of teaching English at the courses is content-based objective, which is matched for the program and level. The second, the kind of syllabus used at the courses is mixture of four kinds of syllabus, namely: grammar syllabus, functional syllabus, topical syllabus, and lexical syllabus. The third, the instructional materials used at the courses are diverse, namely: printed material, audio material, and visual material. The fourth, the methods used at the courses are cognitive code learning, direct method, audio-lingual method, and collaborative learning. The fifth, the evaluation forms used at the course are sumative evaluation and formative evaluation. The form of sumative evaluation is daily evaluation and weakly evaluation, while summative evaluation is the last evaluation. The sixth, there are three strengths of teaching learning process at the courses, namely: 1. various teachers’ teaching methods, 2. Effective and detailed material, 3. more exercises and practices. While, the weaknesses of teaching learning process at the courses are 1. large classes, 2. unperfect syllabus, and 3. lack of general insight to elaborate the topics of discussion.
Based on the description above, the writer gets some conclusions. Firstly, the media, materials, and syllabus used at the courses are created by teachers of the courses; secondly, teaching methods used are diverse and students-centered; thirdly, the system isn’t same as teaching of English in formal school. One main difference is the English courses in Pare have emphasis on exercise and practice for mastering of English skills given in longer time allocation.

**Key Word**: Teaching, learning, process, approach, methods, teacher’s role, student’s role, and instructional.
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